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ABSTRACT
Recently, how to protect privacy in JPEG images has become
an important issue in social networks. Besides encryption,
reversible visual transformation has been studied for content
and privacy protection. In this paper, an improved algorithm is proposed to conceal privacy information in JPEG images. By adopting face detection, the regions to be protected
can be identified so that the DC and some AC coefficients
in them are modified. The changes that have been made are
reversibly saved in the other AC coefficients, and the block
selection information is hidden into the whole image also by
reversible data hiding. As a secret key is employed to control the process of transformation, the protected content can
hardly be obtained without knowing the key. We conduct the
proposed algorithm on a set of test images, and compare the
performance with several existing algorithms in terms of information leakage, file size increment, and image quality. The
experimental results show that improved image quality and
less information leakage can be achieved with the proposed
reversible transformation algorithm.
Index Terms— JPEG image, face detection, privacy protection, shuffling, reversible data hiding
1. INTRODUCTION
JPEG standard [1] is widely used to save bandwidth and storage space due to high compression ratios. In the emerging
social media, how to protect privacy in JPEG images has become an important issue. Recently, reversible visual transformation (RVT) has been studied to protect content and privacy
in JPEG images but image quality needs to be improved.
The existing algorithms can be classified into two categories: (1) those operated on the luminance component only
(e.g., [2, 3, 4]), (2) algorithms operated on all components
(e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8]). For instance, the reversible data hiding
(RDH) algorithm in [9] is applied in [2] to modify the AC coefficients for image quality degradation. Moreover, two successive AC coefficients are modified to mark the protected
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blocks, which makes the protection reversible. However, file
size of the protected JPEG image increases and part of privacy may be leaked. In addition, the protected blocks can
be easily identified and the AC coefficients may be restored
by brute force attack [10]. In [3], block scrambling is combined with RDH to achieve invisibility of protected regions
and preserve file size. But some protected content can still
be identified and image quality may be affected because the
chrominance component is neglected. In Yuan’s algorithm [5]
and Li’s algorithm [7], image masking and data hiding (e.g.,
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]) are used to cover human face,
but the operations are lossy so that original images cannot be
exactly recovered. The algorithm in [8] modifies the signs of
the quantized discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients in
the protected regions and inserts the location information in
JPEG file header, which is referred to Scrambling JPEG.
In general, a desirable privacy protection algorithm for
JPEG images should meet the following criteria. (1) privacy protection, i.e., it is hard to recognize the protected region,
(2) reversibility, i.e., the original JPEG image can be obtained
when needed, (3) security, i.e., only the authorized party can
recover the original image and the privacy will not be revealed
after a variety of attacks, (4) file size preservation, i.e., the file
size of JPEG image should not be significantly changed by
privacy protection. To achieve these goals, a new RVT algorithm is proposed for privacy protection in JPEG images.
First, face detection is adopted to aid the user to select the regions to be protected. To blur the content to be protected, the
DC and some AC coefficients in selected regions are modified
according to their mean values, while the changes are saved
in the other AC coefficients by using a RDH algorithm [18].
In addition, location information of the selected blocks is hidden into the whole image by adopting the RDH algorithm in
[19]. A secret key is employed to control the process of RVT
so that the original image can be recovered with the correct
key. We conducted the proposed RVT algorithm on a set of
test images, and the performance was compared with several
existing algorithms in terms of information leakage, file size
increment, and image quality. The experimental results show
that improved image quality and less information leakage can
be achieved with the new algorithm. In addition, our algorith-
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Fig. 1. A flowchart of transforming an original JPEG image.
m introduces only a little file size increment of JPEG images.
In the next section, the proposed algorithm is presented
in details. The experimental results are given in Section 3.
Finally, we draw concluding remarks in Section 4.
2. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The algorithm to be proposed is applicable to color JPEG
images by conducting it on the luminance and chrominance
components, respectively. For gray-scale JPEG images, the
algorithm can be applied on the luminance component only.
Two processes are included in the proposed algorithm, i.e.,
visual transformation and reverse transformation.
2.1. Transforming original JPEG image
A flowchart of transforming a JPEG image is illustrated in
Fig. 1. First, the regions to be protected are selected with the
aid of face detection. The locations of the selected blocks are
recorded as a binary bitstream, while the low frequency coefficients in them are modified, including the luminance and
chrominance components. The changes are reversibly hidden into the other AC coefficients with a RDH algorithm, and
the AC coefficients in the selected regions are shuffled with
a secret key known by the authorized users only. Finally, the
location information is reversibly saved into the JPEG image.
2.1.1. Key generation
A secret key is used in the algorithm to generate the transformed image. However, critical information may be leaked
if the same key is shared by the user. To enhance the security, a pseudo random number generator (PRNG) controlled
with a secret key is utilized to generate a binary sequence to
be used in the following steps. To be unique, the secret key is
generated by calculating the SHA-256 hash value [20] of the
user password and characteristics of the JPEG image.
2.1.2. Region selection
A face detection technique [21] is applied to identify the regions to be protected while user autonomous selection is also
allowed. Since a JPEG image is divided into 8 × 8 blocks, the
locations of the selected blocks are recorded. As each block
is assigned with an index number, the index of the top left
block, the height and width in blocks are stored with a binary

stream with a fixed length. The length depends on the size
of a protected JPEG image. When there are 256 blocks in a
JPEG image on the scale of 16 blocks per row and 16 blocks
per column, a block index, height and width of the protected
region are represented by 8, 4 and 4 bits, respectively. The
generated bit stream and its length are concatenated, which
will be hidden in the last step of visual transformation.
2.1.3. Modifying DCT coefficients
In the proposed algorithm, both the luminance and chrominance components are modified to protect the privacy information. For simplicity of illustration, only the case of one
region to be protected is introduced, while the case of multiple regions can be processed by repeating the procedure.
In the privacy preserving algorithms for JPEG images
based on the DCT scrambling (e.g., [8, 22, 23]), the protected
region will be irregularly deformed with block effects. To
improve visual quality of the protected regions as well as
achieve smaller file size, the first 6 DCT coefficients of the
luminance component (including the DC and AC ones) in
zigzag order are modified, which is also enough to protect the
content of selected regions according to the experimental results. For each of them, a DCT coefficient in a selected block
is modified by dj ′ = dj − delta′ , where dj ′ represents the
j th (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) modified coefficient in the selected
block, dj represents the original one and delta′ is obtained as
follows. Firstly, the average of the j th DCT coefficient of all
blocks in the selected region is calculated by
n
∑

avg =

dij

i=1

n

,

(1)

where n represents the number of blocks and i is the block
index, which ranges from 1 to n. Then the difference between
dj and avg is calculated by delta = dj − avg. After that,
delta is quantized to delta′ with the method used in [24] by
applying Eq. (2) to reduce the embedded data, i.e.,
{
8 × round( delta
′
8 ), if delta ≥ 0 ,
delta =
(2)
8 × ⌊ delta
⌋
+
4,
if delta < 0
8
where round(·) and ⌊·⌋ are the round and floor functions,
′
|
is converted to a binary
respectively. The value of |delta
4
stream and hidden into the AC coefficients in the same block
with the RDH algorithm in [18]. The length of the bit stream
is fixed to 9 bits, because each DCT coefficient ranges from
′
|
−1023 to 1023 and |delta
ranges between 0 to 511, which
4
can be represented by 9 bits. For recovery, delta′ can be
′
|
obtained by multiplying |delta
with 4 and the sign can be
4
′

|
judged from the parity of |delta
(i.e., odd or even). As totally
4
6 DCT coefficients are modified in each block, the 6th to 59th
AC coefficients are used to carry the changes that have been
made. For each AC coefficient aj and a bit value s (0 or 1) to
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coefficients in each component and each block are restored so
that the original JPEG image is recovered.
2.2.1. Extracting location information
Fig. 2. A flowchart of recovering an original JPEG image.
be hidden, data embedding is conducted by aj ′ = aj × 2 + s,
where aj ′ (j = 6, 7, 8, ..., 59) represents the j th modified AC
coefficient while aj is the original one.
For the chrominance component, only DC coefficients in
selected blocks are modified. Since human eyes are sensitive
to luminance information but not to chrominance, the simplified operation on chrominance component helps to reduce the
increment of file size while protecting the selected region.
2.1.4. Shuffling AC coefficients
Shuffling AC coefficients contains two parts, i.e., flipping the
signs of AC coefficients in the selected blocks and then permutating AC coefficients in all components of a JPEG image.
For each selected region, a random sequence denoted by R1
is generated with a PRG, which takes a secret key as the seed.
The signs of AC coefficients in a selected block are flipped
according to R1 . Furthermore, the AC coefficients in each
selected block are scrambled with another sequence R2 by
shuffling the run length code with the method in [25].
2.1.5. Hiding location information
After the selected blocks are modified, a histogram modification based algorithm proposed in [19] is applied to embed the
location information. The operation is performed by

0,
if a = 0



a + i × sign(a), if a = 1 or a = −1
′
a =
,
(3)
a + 1,
if a > 1



a − 1,
if a < −1
where a′ represents the modified AC coefficient, a is the original one, i is a bit value (0 or 1) to be embedded and sign(·)
represents the sign function. The number of modified AC coefficients is determined by length of the location information.
Suppose there are n bits to be hidden, the first n AC coefficients are chosen to be modified for RDH.
2.2. Recovering original JPEG image
A flowchart of recovering an original JPEG image is shown
in Fig. 2, where a secret key is required. By extracting the
location information from the protected JPEG image, the positions of the selected regions can be known. Then the shuffled AC coefficients are reordered according to the sequence
generated with the secret key. After that, the modified DCT

According to Section 2.1.5, only the AC coefficients with value ±1 or ±2 contain the embedded data. Hence, a bit value i
may be extracted from an AC coefficient a′ by
{
1, if a′ = −2 or a′ = 2
i=
.
(4)
0, if a′ = −1 or a′ = 1
Then the AC coefficient is restored by

0,
if a′ = 0




if a′ = −1 or a′ = −2
 −1,
1,
if a′ = 1 or a′ = 2
a=
,

′
′

a
+
1,
if
a
<
−2


 ′
a − 1, if a′ > 2

(5)

where a is the restored AC coefficient. From the extracted
data, the protected regions can be known so that the selected
blocks are identified.
2.2.2. Recovering the shuffled AC coefficients
For each component in the protected region, the random sequence R1 and R2 used in visual transformation are generated
by using the secret key as the seed of PRG. The permuted AC
coefficients are reordered by restoring the shuffled run length
code with R2 . Then the signs of all AC coefficients are flipped
with R1 to restore the modified AC coefficients.
2.2.3. Recovering the original DCT coefficients
Since the luminance and chrominance components are modified in visual transformation, the recovery procedure is conducted on both of them, respectively. For the luminance component in a protected region, the recovery is performed as follows. At first, the embedded data is extracted from the 6th
to 59th AC coefficients by s = aj ′ mod 2 and the original
a ′
AC coefficient aj is restored by aj = ⌊ 2j ⌋, where s is an
extracted bit value while aj ′ (j = 6, 7, 8, ..., 59) is the j th AC
′
|
can be obtained so
coefficient. With the extracted bits, |delta
4
′
that the difference delta is calculated by
{
′
|delta′ |
|
× 4,
if |delta
mod 2 = 0
4
4
delta′ =
. (6)
|delta′ |
|delta′ |
− 4 × 4, if 4 mod 2 = 1
Finally, an original DCT coefficient dj is obtained by dj =
dj ′ + delta′ , where dj ′ is the j th modified DCT coefficient
for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. For each protected block in the chrominance component, the recovery procedure is similar by recovering the DC coefficients only.
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(a) By the proposed algorithm

(b) By the algorithm in [3]

(c) By the proposed algorithm

(d) By the algorithm in [3]

Fig. 3. Examples of four transformed JPEG images.

Table 1. Performance comparisons with five algorithms.
Algorithm

PSNR(dB)

File size increment

Proposed
Niimi’s algorithm [2]
Cao’s algorithm [3]
Yuan’s algorithm [5]
Li’s algorithm [7]
Scrambling JPEG [8]

+∞
+∞
+∞
50.5926
49.7378
+∞

1.15%
7.09%
0.39%
10.80%
0.51%
2.04%

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All test JPEG images were downloaded from the Images of
Groups Dataset [26] and the experiments were implemented in the MATLAB environment. The experimental results include: (1) comparison with related work in terms of reversibility and file size increment, (2) security analysis.

3.1. Comparison with existing algorithms
One thousand test images were used and four protected images are shown in Fig. 3, where the proposed algorithm and
the one in [3] have been applied, respectively. For comparison, only one region is selected to be protected in each JPEG
image, though multiple regions may be selected in practise.
Fig. 3 shows that better visual quality and less information
leakage are achieved with the proposed algorithm. Specifically, Fig. 3(b) exposes the private information in the image,
such as age, which is unrecognizable in Fig. 3(a). In addition,
the average PSNR value between the protected region and the
original one is 11.63 dB, so the confidentiality of the protected
content is ensured. As shown in Table 1, the proposed algorithm is compared with other five algorithms in [2, 3, 5, 7, 8].
The average PSNR value between a restored test image and
the original one, as well as the average file size increment after transformation, are shown in Table 1, respectively. It can
be seen that Yuan’s algorithm and Li’s algorithm are lossy
while the others are completely reversible. The proposed algorithm introduces 1.15% increment of JPEG file size, which
is lower than most of the existing algorithms except [3].

3.2. Security analysis
We analyze the security by performing a brute force attack
[10] and a differential cryptanalysis. Suppose that the attacker knows the transform process of the proposed algorithm and
infer the location information without knowing the secret key.
An exhaustive search of the possible seeds for PRG may be
conducted. Since a SHA-256 hash value of 256 bits is used
as the seed for shuffling AC coefficients, the number of the
possible trials is 2256 . An exhaustive search of the possible
combinations of flipped AC coefficients is more difficult. According to the work in [3], the block number ranges from 25
to 1600 in a protected region while most are within 25 to 400.
Besides, the experiments in [22] show that there are 26 nonzero AC coefficients in a block on average. Given a protected
region containing 25 blocks with 26 nonzero coefficients per
block, the number of combinations to recover the flipped AC
coefficients is 225∗26 = 2650 , showing that the proposed algorithm is resistant to brute force attack. The number of pixels
change rate (NPCR) is usually used to evaluate the ability of
image cryptography’s sensitivity to the input. According to
[27], the expected value of NPCR is 99.6094%. we randomly
chose 100 different coefficients (one at a time) in each original test image and changed their values slightly. Then the
NPCR was computed for each case and the final result was
98.1057%, indicating that the proposed algorithm is resistant
to differential cryptanalysis.
4. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a reversible privacy protection algorithm
for JPEG images. The privacy content is concealed by modifying DCT coefficients and then shuffling AC coefficients. In
addition, reversible data hiding is adopted while image quality
of the unprotected regions is preserved. Besides user manual
operations, face detection is adopted to aid the selection of the
regions to be protected. The experimental results have shown
that reversibility and less information leakage are achieved.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm introduces little file size
increment and it is resistant to brute force attack and differential cryptanalysis. Our future work is to improve image
quality and extend the algorithms to JPEG2000 format [28].
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